BUCKINGHAM MFG.

3903S Series Spectra Link Anchor Sling
Reference for Typical Uses

NOTE: Hardware, color, length and number of loops may vary.

Uses:

1. Anchor sling: wrap around steel on tower and connect the carabiner to a link. Then attach to one of the links as your anchor attachment. The different links make it possible to connect to a wide variety of steel sizes.
2. Load sharing anchor: can connect between two anchor points and then use the link that falls in the center of the sling as the attachment point.
3. Temporary tower anchor strap: can connect the carabiner of the unit to umbilical attachment and connect the link to the tower anchorage that gives the desired working distance wanted or vice versa.
4. Rescue anchor for wood pole: wrap unit around the pole and connect the carabiner to the link that keeps the sling tight to the pole. You can then hook your rescue system into any of the links around the pole.

Use this document in conjunction with the Temporary Anchor Connector Instructions/Warnings (TEMPANCH.doc PN 230085)